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About This Game

Have magical fun in the addicting Card game, Faerie Solitaire! Find and raise a Faerie pet and repopulate the magical land of
Avalon using the resources found by clearing e 5d3b920ae0
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New Faerie Solitaire Harvest Trailer : New trailer for FSH just uploaded! 49 days until release! We're trying to reach our
wishlist goal before release so please wishlist the game and share its store page with others to help us out!. Faerie Solitaire Cards
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Repaint : First repaint of the cards is done (I've been wanting to do this for over a year+): Note: The sizes of the art on the top
are the full sizes, but they will be scaled down a bit to the bottom sizes so that they fit better on the cards. This art is not final. If
you see anything which bugs you please let me know so I can fix it. I see a bunch of stuff which I want to improve on, but
overall I'm pleased with the improvements. New full size is 750x1070 vs the old full size of 75x107. These cards are 75x107.
The new full sized cards will make it possible to display the cards in game at larger sizes without losing detail. Also, I made sure
to paint them at a large enough size to allow me to get some real decks of cards printed! :D As soon as I get the cards perfect I'll
make it possible to buy real decks of FS cards for a limited of time.. Subsoap Beta Testing : Want to test our future games?
Then join the SubsoapBeta group! When we need more people to test we'll post announcements on this group.. Faerie Solitaire
Remastered - New Pets Preview 1 : (Patron supporter exclusive for 12 days then will be public for everyone.. 2,355 wishlists. 4
days until release! 117.75% toward goal! : Wishlist while you still can! Get hyped FSH releases for sure in 4 days on the 22nd!
That's next Monday / Easter Monday / Earth Day!. Wishlist Faerie Solitaire Dire! : One of the next games we are releasing on
Steam is Faerie Solitaire Dire the super challenging yet rewarding card game! We're putting the store page up for it much earlier
before release than we did with Harvest so hopefully it can get to a 4,000 wishlist goal before release! (FSH did reach 4k
wishlists just after release!) More information Faerie Solitaire Dire on Steam here:. Help us tag FSH! : Please go to the store
page for Faerie Solitaire Harvest and press the + button next to the tags. On the left side, click all tags you think are correct to
confirm them. On the bottom right, enter/add any tags you think are appropriate but missing from the list.
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